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Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) has emerged as a powerful tool to probe dynamical processes in
chemistry and biology. Steadily ongoing methodological developments combined with tremendous
engineering advances in probe and spectrometer hardware, and notably increased magnetic eld strengths,
have paved the way for studying structure and dynamics of biological systems of increasing complexity
such as brils, unfolded system or complex molecular assembly of proteins and nucleic acids.
Biological assemblies such as poly-domain membranes protein or ribonucloprotein particles are key in the
regulation of many biological processes but understanding the detailed motions that govern their activity
remain out of reach of most structural methodologies.
Here, we propose a Ph.D, project aiming at the development of novel methodologies to describe at atomic
resolution biomolecular motions in complex, biologically relevant assemblies using novel NMR strategies to
investigate those systems. This will be obtained by a synergic use of advanced sample preparation,
complementarity of solid and liquid state NMR and visualisation capability of numerical approaches.
The project will apply the latest developments in ultra-fast magic angle spinning (MAS) NMR and dynamic
parameter measurement to probe the structure and dynamics of biologically recent targets, providing a
starting point for the rational development of inhibitors. The application of 100 kHz MAS at high magnetic
elds of 1GHz represents a major contemporary advance in sensitivity and resolution, that will extend the
upper molecular weight limit of structure determination to include complex biological assemblies.
The project will take place at the Very High Field NMR Center (CRMN), a unique NMR facility that includes a
1GHz spectrometer, the highest magnetic field available for NMR as of today and provides ample resources
for biochemistry and computation. The CRMN hosts word-leading NMR groups, providing a while range of
expertise from instrumentation to biological applications and is affiliated with worldwide leading institution in
teaching and research: the CNRS (French National Center for Scientific Research), the Ecole Normale
Supérieure de Lyon and the Université Claude Bernard within the Lyon University. The CRMN provides
excellent working atmosphere and is located in Lyon, one of the most lively French city, internationally
recognised for its life quality.
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